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Red Lion (or Lyon) Mill (Godwin's Mill) 

 

Architectural Survey File 

This is the architectural survey file for this MIHP record. The survey file is organized reverse-

chronological (that is, with the latest material on top). It contains all MIHP inventory forms, National 

Register nomination forms, determinations of eligibility (DOE) forms, and accompanying documentation 

such as photographs and maps. 

Users should be aware that additional undigitized material about this property may be found in on-site 

architectural reports, copies of HABS/HAER or other documentation, drawings, and the “vertical files” at 

the MHT Library in Crownsville. The vertical files may include newspaper clippings, field notes, draft 

versions of forms and architectural reports, photographs, maps, and drawings. Researchers who need a 

thorough understanding of this property should plan to visit the MHT Library as part of their research 

project; look at the MHT web site (mht.maryland.gov) for details about how to make an appointment. 

All material is property of the Maryland Historical Trust. 
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QA-29 
Red Lion Mill 
Crumpton 
Private 

second half 19th century 

The Red Lion Mill is one of two surviving water 
powered mills in Queen Anne's County. The present . 
frame structure dates to the latter half of the 19th 
century, but the site has been used for a mill since 
the 18th century. 
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MARYLAND HISTORICAL TRUST MAGI #1800295514 

INVENTORY FORM FOR STATE HISTORIC SITES SURVEY 

6NAME 
HISTORIC 

Red Lion (or Lyon) Mill, Godwin's Mill 
AND/OR COMMON 

flLOCATION 
STREET & NUMBER 

North side of Maryland Route 544.one mile southeast of Crumpton 
CITY. TOWN 

Crumnton 
STATE 

Maryland 

,X_ VICINITY OF 

DcLASSIFICATION 

CATEGORY 

_DISTRICT 

X..BUILDING(S) 

_STRUCTURE 

_SITE 

-OBJECT 

OWNERSHIP STATUS 

_PUBLIC _OCCUPIED 

~PRIVATE ::£_UNOCCUPIED 

_BOTH _WORK IN PROGRESS 

PUBLIC ACQUISITION ACCESSIBLE 
_IN PROCESS X_YES: RESTRICTED 

_BEING CONSIDERED _YES: UNRESTRICTED 

_NO 

DOWNER OF PROPERTY 
NAME 

Benjamin A. Clark 
STREET & NUMBER 

Box 37 
CITY. TOWN 

Crumpton _ VICINITY OF 

IJLOCATION OF LEGAL DESCRIPTION 

CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT 

First 
COUNTY 

Queen Anne's 

PRESENT USE 

..-AGRICULTURE _MUSEUM 

_COMMERCIAL __ PARK 

_EDUCATIONAL _PRIVATE RESIDENCE 

_ENTERTAINMENT _RELIGIOUS 

_GOVERNMENT _SCIENTIFIC 

_INDUSTRIAL 

_MILITARY 

Telephone #: 

_TRANSPORTATION 

X-OTHER:Vacant 

STATE I Zl.p code 
Maryland 21628 

Liber #: 
couRTHousE. Folio #: 
REGISTRY OF DEEDS,ETc. Queen Anne 1 s County Courthouse 

ewe 24 
624 

STREET & NUMBER 

Courthouse Square 
CITY. TOWN 

~Centreville 

STATE 

Maryland 21617 

II REPRESENTATION IN EXISTING SURVEYS 
TITLE 

DATE 

DEPOSITORY FOR 
SURVEY RECORDS 

CITY. TOWN 

_FEDERAL _STATE -COUNTY _LOCAL 

STATE 



I.I DESCRIPTION QA-;J°t 

-EXCELLENT 

-GOOD 

X-FAIR 

CONDITION 

_DETER I ORATED 

_RUINS 

_ UNEXPOSED 

CHECK ONE 

_UNALTERED 

~LTERED 

CHECK ONE 

X_ORIGINAL SITE 

_MOVED DATE __ _ 

DESCRIBE THE PRESENT AND ORIGINAL (IF KNOWN) PHYSICAL APPEARANCE 

The Red Lion Mill, also known as Godwin's 

Mill, is located on Red Lion Branch, a tributary 

of the Chester River. This stream flows from 

the central part of the county, in the vicinity 

of Barclay and Stevens Corners, north to empty 

into the Chester just east of Crumpton. The 

mill is located on a sharp bend about one-half 

mile above the mouth of the branch, and is 

directly adjacent to the new road from Millington 

to Kings Town (Maryland Route 544). The mill 

pond was located almost two miles upstream, and 

the stream was channelized to form a mill race 

to carry water down to the mill. Portions of 

the old mill race remain, and the apparent site 

of the mill pond has been located on the Godfrey 

farm, just north of Route 301. 

The present mill building dates to the second 

half of the 19th century, and replaced at 

least one earlier structure. It seems probable 

that the stone foundation of the present 

mill dates to an earlier structure, but this 

is only conjecture. This foundation is 33 feet 

wide and 41 feet long. The foundation is built 

CONTINUE ON SEPARATE SHEET IF NECESSARY 
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CONTINUATION SHEET 

7.1 DESCRIPTION 

into the stream bank at the southeast gable, but 

otherwise projects one full story above ground level. 

The upper structure is frame, rising two stories 

above the one story foundation. The building is 

three bays long and three bays wide, with a moderately 

pitched gable roof. It is oriented so that the north-

west gable faces the stream and the southeast gable is 

built into the bank, allowing ground level access 

to the main working floor. 

On the southeast gable, there are large "Dutch" 

doors in the center bay on the first and second floor, 

each flanked by a pair of six.-over-six windows. The 

-first floor door is protected by a small shed roof 

porch and no doubt served as a loading dock. 

The southwest facade has a boarded-up opening 

in the center bay flanked by six-over-six windows on 

the first floor and three six-over-six windows on 

the second floor. There is also a small opening 

to the left of the boarded-up opening on the first 

floor, and a large iron pipe that protrudes from the 

center of the ground floor wall. An early photograph 
..... 

shows the wood~n flume or forebay still in place 

on· this facade, and it would appear that the iron 
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CONTINUATION SHEET 

7.2 DESCRIPTION 

pipe probably supplied water from the flume to the water 

turbine which still remains in the mill. 

The northwest gable has a six-over-six window 

in the center of the first floor and a six-light 

window in the center of the second floor. 

On the northeast facade, a small, one-story 

shed-roof addition covers the northernmost end of 

the foundation. A large door in the northeast wall 

of this addition provides access to the interior of 

the mill. Although it is also constructed of-stone, 

the walls are not keyed into the main foundation, 

and is certainly a later addition. To the left of 

- the shed there is a door in the center bay and a 

six-over-six window in the south bay. Three six-over-

six windows are symmetrically placed on the first and 

second floor. Several of these windows retain early 

wooden shutters constructed of vertical beaded 

boards on the exterior nailed to beaded horizontal 

boards on the interior. 

The exterior of the building is covered with 

plain horizontal siding. A box cornice with a 
...... 

beveled crown mold extends across each fa~ade, 

r~turns at the gables, and is carried up the gable 
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CONTINUATION SHEET 

7.3 DESCRIPTION 

eaves. 

The cellar or ground floor is the primary loca-

tion for the heavier mill machinery. The cog pit is 

located along the southwest wall of the building. 

The water turbine, millstones, and the heavy gears 

are all located in this area. The stones were 

originally mounted near the ceiling, but these have 

fallen into the cog pit. A heavy concrete mouhting 

block remains in the lean-to addition on the north-

east side of the mill. This was apparently added 

in the early 20th century, when a large gasoline 

or diesel engine was installed. A whole series of 

-~rive shafts and wheels remain from this period, 

but the engine is gone. Miscellaneous pieces of 

broken and discarded machinery also remain. A heavy 

companionway stair is located near the center of 

the building. 

The main working floor is divided into several 

specific areas. Machinery related to the grinding 

process is located along the southwest wall, directly 

above the cog pit. A circular hole in the floor 
--.. 

delineates the original location of the mill·stones, 

and ·a heavy oak crane remains next to the hole. 

I 

" 
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CONTINUATION SHEET 

7~4 DESCRIPTION 

QA-?.9 

This was clearly used to hoist the stones out when 

they needed to be d~essed or replaced. A large metal 

hopper is located in the south corner. A company 

name plate on the face of the frame gives the following 

information: 

The Haines Mixer 

Size No. 1, Serial No. 962 

Fairfield Engineering Co. 

Marion, Ohio 

Along the northeast wall, there is a small office, 

~partitioned off with plain vertical boards, and a 

series of storage hoppers constructed with rough 

sawn lumber. A companionway stair to the upper floor 

is located near the center of the building, and the 

conveyor and elevator chutes are clustered in the 

same vicinity. 

The upper floor also served as a work floor, 

with three large sifting machines still remaining 

more or less in place. The heavy drive shafts and 

wheels are mounted above the tie beams and out 

of the way of the work space. The grairi was carried 

up from below by the elevator conveyors, then dropped 
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CONTINUATION.SHEET 

7.5 DESCRIPTION 

into several small bins mounted above the tie beams, 

and was channeled down into the sifters below. No 

manufacturers' labels could be found on any of this 

equip~ent, but one section of belt casing in the 

cellar carried the name "Barnard and Leas, Moline, 

Illinois". This is the same company which manufactured 

some of the sifting machinery in the Church Hill 

Mill (QA-181). 

The framing system is typical for buildings of 

this type. Heavy principal posts run from the sill 

continuous up to the second floor top plate. They 

are arranged in a bay system,.with one post at each 

~orner and two intermediate posts along each exterior 

wall. The building is divided into three bays on 

each floor, with heavy intermediate girts running 

continuous from one side wall to the other. They are 

supported in the center by heavy chamfered posts 

with bearing plates. The gable-end qirts are not 

as massive, and are not continuous, but are mortise-

and-tenoned into the intermediate posts. Heavy sawn 

joists rest on top of the girts, and run parallel 

to the ridge of the roof. The roof framing· is 

auite similar to the Church Ifill Mill, but much heavier. 
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7.6 DESCRIPTION 

QA-29 

Tie beams run across the building and are mortise-and

tenoned to the principal posts. The top plates rest 

on top of the posts, probably held by a mortise-and

tenon joint, but not pegged. Angled queen-post braces 

support heavy purlins, and are reinforced by secondary 

braces that run parallel to the rafters and are 

mortise-and-tenoned into the top face of the tie 

bea~s. The rafters are notched over the top plate 

and the purlin, and run continuous up to the peak, 

where they are mitred, butted, and nailed. All of the 

major framing members are machine sawn oak. 



II SIGNIFICANCE 

PERIOD AREAS OF SIGNIFICANCE -- CHECK AND JUSTIFY BELOW 

!'REHfSTORIC -ARCHEOLOGY-PREHISTORIC _COMMUNITY PLANNING _LANOSCAPE ARCHITECTURE _RELIGION 

-1400-1499 -ARCHEOLOGY-HISTORIC _CONSERVATION _LAW _SCIENCE 

-1500-1599 -AGRICULTURI; _ECONOMICS _LITERATURE _SCULPTURE 

_SOCIAUHUMANITARIAN 

_THEATER 

_TRANSPORTATION 

_OTHER (SPECIFY) 

_1600-1699 XARCHITECTURE _EDUCATION _MILITARY 

_1700-1799 -ART _ENGINEERING _MUSIC 

X.1800-1899 X..COMMERCE _EXPLORATION/SETTLEMENT _PHILOSOPHY 

_1900- _COMMUNICATIONS }£INDUSTRY _POLITICS/GOVERNMENT 

_INVENTION 

SPECIFIC DATES BUILDER/ARCHITECT 

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE 

The Red Lion Mill is one of two surviving water 

powered mills in Queen Anne's County. The present 

frame structure dates to the latter half of the 19th 

century, but the site has been used for a mill since 

at least the late 18th century. The stone foundation 

is of uncertain vintage and may pre-date the upper 

portion of the building. 

This mill building shares a similar framing 

system to the Church Hill Mill (QA-181), but is 

larger and consequently more heavily constructed. 

Of particular interest are the roof trusses, which 

are quite similar to the trusses at Church Hill, 

but span a greater distance. Very little machinery 

has survived intact. A water turbine is supposed 

to have been installed in the mill in the late 19th 

century, and some machinery believed to date to this 

period remains in the cellar. The concrete mounting 

block for a diesel engine installed circa 1912 

remains in a small shed adjoining the main building. 

CONTINUE ON SEPARATE SHEET IF NECESSARY 
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II!JGEOGRAPHICALDATA 
ACREAGE OF NOMINATED PROPERTY _______ _ 

VERBAL BOUNDARY DESCRIPTION 

LIST ALL STATES AND COUNTIES FOR PROPERTIES OVERLAPPING STATE OR COUNTY BOUNDARIES 

STATE COUNTY 

STATE COUNTY 

mFORM PREPARED BY 
NAME/ TITLE 

Orlando Ridout V, Historic Sites Surveyor 
ORGANIZATION 

Queen Anne's County Historical Society 
STREET & NUMBER 

CITY OR TOWN 

Centreville 

DATE 

1/31/79 
TELEPHONE 

STATE 

Maryland 21617 

The Maryland Historic Sites Inventory was officially created 
by an Act of the Maryland Legislature, to be found in the 
Annotated Code of Maryland, Article 41, Section 181 KA, 
1974 Supplement. 

The Survey and Inventory are being prepared for information 
and record purposes only and do not constitute any infringe
ment of individual property rights. 

RETURN TO: Maryland Historical Trust 
The Shaw House, 21 State Circle 
Annapolis, Maryland 21401 
(301) 267-1438 
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QA-29 
Red Lyon Mill 
Crumpton vicinitY 
Orlando Ridout V, 1918 (MHT) 





QA-29 Red Lyon Mill 
Crumpton vicinity 
Orlando Ridout V, 1978 (MHT) 

Ground floor 
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0~-29 Red Lyon Mill Crumpton vicinity, Md· 
Orlando Ridout V, 1978 (MHT) 

second floor 


